Warm Homes Matter: Recommendations
to an incoming UK Government
Introduction
NEA is a charity that works to end fuel poverty, promotes energy efficiency and tackles
inequality in the energy market locally and nationally1. This paper has been produced in
advance of the General Election on 8th June2 and highlights the opportunity for the
affordability of energy to be a top priority for the next UK Government; benefiting both
the economy and consumers - particularly those living in a cold home.
NEA calls on the next UK Government to make energy efficiency a key focus, linked
closely to a new strategy for decarbonising the UK’s heating supply, and to halt the recent
drop off in the delivery of home energy efficiency improvements. Enhanced energy
efficiency programmes will reduce the cost to energy consumers of the transition to a low
carbon energy system and simultaneously improve the quality of life for the most
vulnerable, as well as creating economic growth in all parts of the UK.
Whilst fuel poverty is a devolved issue, many of the drivers are significantly impacted by
the actions of the UK Government. A future UK Government must work much more
closely with the devolved nations to tackle fuel poverty and develop a more coherent
response. The impact of Brexit on energy consumers must be explored as a priority. We
hope all political parties will find this briefing helpful. We also urge activists and party
members to ensure that action for warm homes features prominently in manifesto
commitments.
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Who is affected and why act now?
 Between 2004 and 2014 average annual domestic gas prices soared by over 125%

and domestic electricity prices increased by over 75%3. In recent months, most major
suppliers have announced further price increases4
 High energy prices badly impact the economy; curtailing growth and increasing
inflation5 which squeezes spending on other essential goods and services 6. Most
worryingly, the greatest impacts are still disproportionately felt by some of the most
vulnerable people in our society
 Despite respective national statutory duties7, around 4 million UK households are still
unable to heat and power their homes due to the combination of high energy prices,
low levels of household income, the physical quality, energy efficiency characteristics
of the dwelling and the degree of vulnerability of the occupants
 Many other households also face increasingly unmanageable situations; repaying large
or growing debts whilst being excluded from signing up to the cheapest energy deals8.
This can create huge anxiety which exacerbates existing mental health problems,
leading to further depression and potentially suicide9
 The physical impacts of living in a cold, damp and inefficient home are also well
documented and cause unnecessary suffering, premature mortality and across the UK
continue to kill as many people as smoking, lack of exercise and alcohol abuse10
 A baby born today and living in cold housing is also almost three times more likely to
suffer from coughing, wheezing and respiratory illness. Existing evidence also
highlights infants living in cold conditions have a 30% greater risk of admission to
hospital or primary care facilities11
 As the child develops, this in turn impacts on long-term educational attainment, either
through increased school absence through illness or because they are unable to find a
quiet, warm place to study in the home12. In adolescence, one in four teenagers living
in cold housing are at risk of multiple mental health problems13
 Home energy improvements help to tackle these issues and one detailed study showed
an 80% decrease in the rate of sickness absence from school for children with asthma
and recurrent respiratory infections14. Despite this progress almost one in five
households with a child under 16 live in fuel poverty and the risk increases for lone
parent households, one in four of whom are fuel poor15
 In February 2017, NEA organised Fuel Poverty Awareness Day, the national day to

highlight these problems and some of the excellent work being undertaken locally to
try and tackle the issue. Our campaign reached over 2 million people and even went
viral on social media16.
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Summary of our key recommendations
Target further action on energy prices alongside co-ordinated support to drive
up low household incomes
 Ensure low income households that benefit from existing schemes like the Warm
Home Discount (WHD) and wider support like the Priority Services Register
(PSR) are on their energy supplier’s cheapest tariff
 Expand access to the WHD to all energy suppliers with over 50,000 customers
 Act on new powers within the current Digital Economy Act to reduce
administration costs of disbursing rebates and extend support for automatic
energy bill rebates to working families
 Fund a co-ordinated campaign to reduce the number of unclaimed benefits and
help passport households through to other support services
Accelerate current commitments by making energy efficiency a key national
priority
 Meet the required investment to honour current fuel poverty commitments and
accelerate delivery with a more ambitious aim to bring all low income
households up to the standard of a new home by 2025
 Ensure the National Infrastructure Commission include energy efficiency as a
key part of the upcoming Infrastructure Assessment
 Create a comprehensive and national energy efficiency programme linked
closely to any new strategy for decarbonising the UK’s heating supply
Urgently extend protections for vulnerable tenants and give landlords clarity on
how they can invest in their properties to make them cheaper and easier to heat
 Provide urgent clarity to landlords on how they will be required to invest in
potentially life threatening properties
 Ensure poorly converted flats and shared properties such as bedsits and hostels
and other Houses of Multiple Occupation (HMO) are fully covered by new
national standards
Extend and re-target current fuel poverty support and address gaps in provision
 Extend the Energy Company Obligation (ECO) for 10 years to create a £6.5bn
fund and certainty to the heating and insulation industries and focus it on those
in or at risk of living in a cold home
 Ensure all fuel poverty supplier-led schemes take account of the particular
needs of vulnerable consumers
 Make immediate funds available for first time gas central heating systems to
complete economic gas connections to fuel poor homes
 Retain the Winter Fuel Payment and if any reform is made, the existing budgets
must be ring-fenced to help low income pensioners access lower energy bills
and energy efficiency improvements to protect them from the cold
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 Introduce a national Better Boilers scheme to replace or repair inefficient or
broken boilers with A-rated ultra-low emission appliances. The full cost of these
measures must be met for low income households to avoid ill health, cut £3.6m
spent a day by the NHS treating the impacts of cold homes, reduce winter
deaths, lower CO2 emissions and improve air quality
 The planned roll-out of smart meters and in home displays (IHDs) must be
completed to end estimated bills, estimated energy usage and give households
accurate information and advice they understand
Investigate the impact of Brexit on energy consumers fully
 The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy and the regulators
Ofgem and Northern Ireland Authority for Energy Regulation (NIAER) should run
a call for evidence to clarify which elements of the Energy Union and related EU
policies the UK should adopt
 The 2030 Energy Saving Target and all related energy efficiency requirements
should be transposed in the UK
Work with the Devolved Nations
 A future UK Government must work much more closely with the devolved
nations to mirror energy efficiency as an infrastructure priority consistently
across the whole of the UK and unlock access to public and private investment
 An immediate priority is to build a UK-wide recognition of the impact of cold
homes on health and establish a joint ministerial summit. This could lead to an
ongoing UK-wide taskforce to review the key actions that must be taken across
each of the nations to reduce cold related mortality and morbidity
 The next UK Government must provide adequate oversight and regulation of the
heating oil industry to protect vulnerable consumers across the UK, ensuring
they have similar safeguards to natural gas and electricity consumers
Build on local good practice and replicate consistent outcomes in all our towns
and cities
 All local authorities must fulfil their current duties in relation to enforcing
housing standards and the next UK Government should support and resource
local authorities’ activities under the Home Energy Conservation Act
 The next UK Government should encourage civic leaders and local authorities to
produce Fuel Poverty Action Plans to meet fuel poverty commitments and put
large towns and cities on a path to zero carbon by 2050
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Target further action on energy prices alongside co-ordinated support to
drive up low household incomes
The Prime Minister recently described energy as an essential service. She also stated
energy prices are highest for those on low incomes and switching alone is not working17.
Whilst some early progress has been made following the Competition Market Authority
(CMA)’s Market Investigation18, NEA believes further action is required to safeguard
customers, particularly the most vulnerable.
According to the CMA, a credit meter customer with a dual fuel, Standard Variable Tariff
(SVT) could save around £300 per annum by being on a fixed deal19 or being put on their
supplier’s best tariff. They also proposed a central database to encourage and prompt
these consumers to shop around and switch which is now being developed by Ofgem. NEA
believes there is a significant risk that some vulnerable consumers will be confused by
these new marketing techniques and will be encouraged to switch away from suppliers
that provide them with automatic discounts on their electricity bill. A blanket SVT cap
could also have wider distributional impacts for those who have switched and are now on
fixed deals20. Any further interventions on energy prices must therefore be targeted and
implemented carefully. This could be achieved by ensuring the new database is not used
to market better deals until low households that benefit from existing schemes like the
Warm Home Discount and wider support like the Priority Services Register (PSR) are also
put on their energy supplier’s cheapest tariff.
This would not address the needs of low income consumers who are currently with most
of the smaller suppliers who could still miss out on the annual £140 WHDS rebate. This
should be addressed by building on voluntary actions and expanding access to the WHDS
to all energy suppliers over 50,000 customers. A further million working families21 also
miss out on support provided by the WHDS each year. This issue arises because unlike
the current automatic arrangement for low income pensioners, other low income
consumers have to apply each year to their energy supplier, typically within the summer
period. Therefore many low income customers of working age (who are theoretically
eligible but may be unaware that this support exists or who miss the application deadline)
can still end up paying for the policy and not benefiting from it. NEA believes the new
powers within the current Digital Economy Act can help address this and these new
powers must extend support for automatic rebates to low income working families.
Equally this information will also help reduce administration costs for obligated suppliers
and enable them to offer this assistance more cost effectively on behalf of all their
customers; a dual proportionate benefit.
Finally, half of all fuel poor households in England are in work22 but despite welcome
interventions such as the increase in the living wage, many still struggle to afford a range
of essential services, not just energy. In turn, this curtails spending in poorer
communities which restricts growth. For many other low income households that are
economically inactive or unable to work they have also found their incomes have
stagnated or reduced23. In response, NEA wants the Department for Work and Pensions
(DWP) to work more closely with other Government departments and the third sector to
fund and support a co-ordinated national campaign to reduce the number of unclaimed
benefits and help passport households through to other support services24.
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Accelerate current commitments by making energy efficiency a key
national priority
The UK Government’s own analysis states30 that had no improvements been made in
home insulation and more efficient heating systems since 1970, household energy
consumption would have almost doubled. In addition, the average new home built in
England requires about half as much energy per square
CBI: “A new government must act
swiftly to make energy efficiency a
meter as the average existing home. The UK
national infrastructure priority25”
Government’s own analysis highlights further cost
Bright Blue: “The economic benefits of
effective investments in energy efficiency could also save
incentivising home energy
improvements should be viewed in the
the equivalent output of up to 22 power stations31. NEA’s
same way as infrastructure investment,
analysis shows that investment in domestic energy
as they comfortably meet the
government criteria26”
efficiency will improve energy security and the UK’s trade
balance; gas imports currently account for approximately
Policy Exchange: “Make energy
efficiency a national infrastructure
£30m per day (over £10bn per year).
priority27”
The UK Government’s Committee on
Currently, low income households living in the least
Fuel Poverty: “We believe that the
efficient homes pay on average an extra £1,345 per year
benefits of designating energy efficiency
as a national infrastructure priority
to keep warm compared to a typical household32. This
should be assessed, thereby potentially
additional energy expenditure is over four times more
helping to unlock access to public
infrastructure funding28”
than consumers lose out on because they are on SVTs.
The next UK Government must therefore continue to
ResPublica: “Energy Efficiency should
be made a national infrastructure
prioritise energy efficiency, build on existing fuel poverty
priority29”
33
commitments and frameworks and enhance the existing
commitment to insulate 1 million homes by 2020. Overall, an investment of £20bn is
required to get all (current) fuel poor homes in England to at least an Energy Performance
Band C by 2030 (broadly the same standard as a modern home34). According to the
Committee on Fuel Poverty (CFP)35, the Climate Change Committee (CCC)36 and think
tanks such as Policy Exchange37 current resources are less than half of what is required to
meet these commitments. A further £6bn of investment would also be required to bring
all low income households (not just those that are currently fuel poor) up to EPC band C
by 2025 across the UK38.

An ambitious energy efficiency programme would also capture major local and macroeconomic benefits. A recent report produced by Cambridge Econometrics and Verco39
noted an ambitious energy efficiency programme can save domestic consumers over £8
billion per annum in total energy bill savings; return £3 to the economy per £1 invested40;
help create a 26% reduction in imports of natural gas by 2030; increase relative GDP by
0.6% by 2030 and increase local low and medium skilled employment by up to 108,000
net jobs. These benefits would also be felt in every constituency and ensure the UK
economy does not miss out on a key market for SMEs, which will be valued at €80-120
billion by 203041. NEA is part of the Energy Efficiency Infrastructure Group (EEIG) which is
finalising plans for a comprehensive Buildings Energy Infrastructure Programme and a
related Energy Efficiency Delivery Vision. An incoming UK Government must take the
opportunity to build on this work and make sure energy efficiency becomes a vital part of
our national infrastructure. This new approach has notable support from a range of
organisations and no other infrastructure investment can deliver so much.
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Urgently extend protections for vulnerable tenants and give landlords
clarity on how they can invest in their properties to make them cheaper
and easier to heat
Currently, privately rented homes are causing the greatest hardship and the most acute
risks (such as possible gas explosions or carbon monoxide poisoning) for their residents42.
The introduction of minimum energy performance standards in the worst Private Rented
Properties in England and Wales is a welcome and necessary regulation and comes into
force next year. The next UK Government will be required to provide urgent clarity to
landlords on how they will be required to meet these requirements and invest in these
potentially life threatening properties43.
In addition, poorly converted flats and shared properties such as bedsits and hostels and
other Houses of Multiple Occupation (HMO) will not currently be fully covered by these
new national standards. A recent NEA survey highlighted that this is despite them being
the worst rental properties and most have such inadequate heating and insulation that it
is impossible to keep them warm and free from damp44. Taking urgent action in these two
key areas immediately after the election will make early progress to reduce the public
costs that failure to enforce housing standards locally presents, in particular, costs to
health services45. Most importantly, it will raise a common expectation of the living
standards which should be expected in one of the biggest economies in the world and
shift the burden away from tenants to lead complaints about their landlords.

Extend and re-target current fuel poverty support and address gaps in
provision
Another key priority for the next UK Government is the future Energy Company Obligation
(ECO) scheme and to address the aforementioned collapse in the delivery of home energy
efficiency improvements which has reduced by an average of 75%46 compared to 20082012. NEA welcomed the UK Government’s Spending Review 2015 announcement that
ECO will run for 5 years from April 2017 and the longer term scheme from 2018-2022 will
be focused on helping households out of fuel poverty. This commitment must be
honoured and on that basis, ECO should be extended beyond 2022. However, this energy
supplier-led scheme currently fails to take account of the enhanced needs of vulnerable
consumers and has a significantly reduced budget. The recent lengthening of the
transition scheme to 18 months (from the original proposals of 12 months) also means a
delay to the fully-focused, better targeted scheme. This will lead to a large shortfall in
activity for the poorest households with the highest energy costs. There is also a big gap
in provision for low income or vulnerable consumers who cannot afford to repair or
replace existing gas boilers.
NEA’s report In from the Cold47 has also recently highlighted the need to make immediate
funds available for first time gas central heating systems to complete economic gas
connections to fuel poor homes. NEA recommends setting the fund at £25 million per
annum and reserving £37.5 to help cover the funding gap estimated at £43.5 million for
first time gas central heating over the 18 month ECO2T transition period (April 2017 to
September 2018). NEA estimates a £37.5 million non-gas fund could support around
9,375 households and deliver up to £142 million in lifetime bill savings.
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In addition, the Winter Fuel Payment (WFP) currently provides tax-free help to pay
for heating bills. Some organisations have suggested that the Winter Fuel Payment should
be significantly modified48 or even called for its budget to be diverted to other areas of
public spending to pay for social care49. Whilst generational equity is important, NEA
stresses an incoming Government should maintain the WFP and if reformed, strengthen
the stated aim of “tackling fuel poverty amongst pensioners”50. NEA believes this could
allow low income pensioners to access the support in a different way, for example to
provide targeted rebates or cover costs such of repairing or replacing existing gas boilers
so they are not left vulnerable to the effects of the cold or unsafe gas appliances.
NEA also has a long-standing interest in Smart Meters and their roll-out in Great Britain,
particularly with regard to their impact on vulnerable consumers. NEA has completed a
number of research projects into smart meters, including Smart for All (Phases 1 and 2)
which looked at consumer vulnerability during the experience of smart meter installation
on behalf of the UK Government and An Extra Help Scheme for Vulnerable Smart Meter
Customers which interviewed stakeholders to assess potential models for delivering
additional assistance during the roll-out. More recently, to help directly overcome access,
engagement and savings barriers, NEA has become a partner in the Smart Energy GB in
Communities programme. The project aims to support vulnerable consumers and tackle
potential exclusion in this national infrastructure programme throughout the roll-out of
smart meters and In Home Displays (IHDs). The next UK Government should continue to
prioritise the roll-out of smart meters alongside IHDs to ensure the most is made of
opportunities to end estimated bills, estimated energy usage and give households
accurate information and advice they understand. This technology is also the foundation
for many other domestic technological advances51.

Investigate the impact of Brexit on energy consumers fully
On 23 June 2016 the UK voted to leave the European Union. Whilst the most compelling
drivers for action on cold homes are based on domestic legislation (Warm Homes and
Energy Conservation Act 200052, Climate Change Act53, Housing Act54, Fuel Poverty
Targets55 and minimum energy performance standards in the private rented sector56) and
related UN Sustainable Development Goals57, Brexit could provide some key opportunities
to reduce the cost to energy consumers. Equally, unless certain EU targets are met, and
some limited legislation continues to be transposed (or additional domestic actions are
taken) the UK leaving the EU could have a negative impact on those who struggle to keep
their homes adequately warm. There is currently huge uncertainty around which existing
EU targets the UK will continue to try and meet and which legislation will be transposed.
NEA has recently called on the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
and the regulators Ofgem and Northern Ireland Authority for Energy Regulation (NIAER)
to run a joint call for evidence to clarify which elements of the Energy Union and related
EU policies the UK should adopt. NEA also stated it believes the 2030 Energy Saving
Target and related requirements should be transposed in the UK and the next UK
Government should enhance efforts to meet the UK’s energy saving potential58.
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Working with the Devolved Nations
Whilst fuel poverty is a devolved issue, many of the drivers are significantly impacted by
the actions of the UK Government. An incoming Government must recognise that
austerity, welfare reform and energy prices are hindering attempts by the devolved
nations to tackle fuel poverty. A future UK Government must therefore work much more
constructively with the devolved nations to tackle the underlying causes of fuel poverty
and develop a more coherent response. There are also good practice examples across all
the UK nations and sharing this experience routinely can support positive improvements
in the health and wellbeing of the population at large and especially those households in
vulnerable circumstances.
A particular priority is to build a UK-wide recognition of the impact of cold homes on
health. NEA believes a joint ministerial summit with representatives from across all four
nations’ governments should be held by Winter 2017/18. The outcome of this should
include a joint public commitment formally recognising the importance of cold homes as a
key determinant of ill health. The statement should also hold relevant national
departments, local government and competent bodies to account for reducing cold-related
premature mortality and the public costs of inaction. The summit should also seek to
establish an ongoing UK-wide taskforce (again with representatives from across all four
nations’ governments) which would review the actions being taken across the nations in
detail – assessing national frameworks, relevant policies, and local action - and seek
agreement on the key priorities that each nation can implement across the coming winter
2018/19 and beyond.
Priorities in Northern Ireland
NEA has a national office in Belfast which aims to address the increasing serious levels of
fuel poverty in Northern Ireland59. NEA NI works closely with the Northern Ireland Fuel
Poverty Coalition60 which recently outlined how to reduce the alarming level of cold homes
in NI61. As well as calling on the UK Government to make energy efficiency an
infrastructure priority, they also called for adequate oversight and regulation of the
heating oil industry to protect vulnerable consumers, ensuring they have similar
safeguards to natural gas and electricity consumers. This is particularly important in
Northern Ireland as heating oil is the main fuel source with 68% of households reliant on
this unregulated fuel. In January 2016 the price of oil was at an all-time low, but since
then the price has increased by 60%62. In terms of national schemes (which are outside
the direct control of a future UK Government), NEA NI has highlighted current and future
schemes should be effectively targeted at those who need the most support to reduce
their heating costs and any emerging scheme must ensure that the energy justice
principles of the Northern Ireland Sustainable Energy Programme (NISEP) are embedded
as a key principle.
Priorities in Wales
NEA also has a national office in Wales where an estimated 291,000 households can’t
adequately heat and power their homes. NEA Cymru works with Citizens Advice Wales to
lead a Coalition supported by a range of key organisations working to take forward the
fuel poverty agenda63. The Coalition produced its manifesto ‘Ending Wales’ Cold Homes
Crisis’ for the National Assembly for Wales’ election in May 2016.
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The manifesto introduced five key priorities for domestic action for the next Welsh
Government and also called on the UK Government to support their efforts and make
energy efficiency an infrastructure priority and drive wider improvements in the energy
performance of buildings and tackle fuel poverty. The Welsh Government’s Infrastructure
and Wales’ Investment Plan64 subsequently aims to achieve and drive up energy efficiency
improvements in the private rented sector to tackle fuel poverty. There is however a
pressing need to mirror energy efficiency as an infrastructure priority consistently across
the whole of the UK and unlock further access to national, UK or GB-wide funding.

Build on local good practice and replicate consistent outcomes in all our
towns and cities
Fuel poverty is a large and growing problem in many large towns and cities across the UK.
For example, cold homes affect over a million Londoners, including around 300,000
children. This has prompted the Mayor of London to commit to producing a Fuel Poverty
Action Plan and put London on a path to zero carbon by 2050. To offer immediate
assistance, Londoners struggling to afford to heat their homes also benefit from a new
fund to replace or repair inefficient or broken boilers. Better Boilers - is the first ever panLondon scheme and will help fuel-poor home-owners in London to keep warm by
replacing or repairing inefficient or broken boilers with A-rated ultra-low emission
appliances, and will reduce annual energy bills by an average of around £150 per
household. It also aims to reduce cold-related ill health and winter deaths, lower NOx
emissions to help improve air quality, avoid acute risks such as carbon monoxide
poisoning and save up to 310 tonnes of carbon emissions a year. NEA hopes a future UK
Government would introduce this form of support to other localities.
Because of their intrinsic understanding of their local areas and the fact they already have
relevant strategic responsibilities and relationships with community based organisations
and agencies, many other local authorities help enhance joined up action on fuel poverty.
NEA has consistently championed the key role local authorities must play in addressing
fuel poverty and the importance of them fulfilling their current duties in relation to
enforcing housing standards. Despite the duties, and signs that local authorities may have
a greater role in the delivery of energy efficiency schemes, deep cuts to council funding
continues to make it more challenging than ever (and in some cases impossible) to
commit resources or take action locally. As well as struggling to address fuel poverty
specifically, local authorities also have a key role to play in reducing domestic carbon
emissions, reducing air pollution and facilitating public health responsibilities. NEA urges
the next UK Government to support and resources encourage other civic leaders and local
authorities to continue to take this local action under the Home Energy Conservation Act.
Taking joined up action on these areas will also help harness the purchasing power of
large towns and cities, drive new solutions and create a stronger local business
infrastructure.
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